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It  is  proposed  to  present  in  this  communication the results 
of  experiments  made  with  a  view to  influencing the  virulence 
of tumor cells by incubation previous to inoculation.  The Jensen 
mouse carcinoma  has  been  employed exclusively  in  this  series 
of  experiments, and, in view  of  the  extensive  literature  on  the 
subject,  there  is  no  need  of  further  description  of  the  tumor. 
Jensen, 1 Loeb,  Sticker,  and  Haaland  have  all,  in the  course 
of their transplantation experiments with animal tumors, deter- 
mined the point at which the tumor materials, through exposure 
to  high temperature,  previous to inoculation, were rendered  in- 
capable of further proliferation.  Jensen, working with his mouse 
carcinoma, found that exposure of the tumor materials suspended 
in  normal  salt  solution  (0.8  per  cent.)  to  temperatures  of 47 ° 
C.  and  upwards  for  a  period of five minutes entirely destroyed 
the  tumor cells,  whilst  at  a  temperature  of  46  °  C.  a  distinct 
dimin tion  in  the  yield  of tumors,  as  compared with  that  ob- 
tained  at  lower  temperatures,  was  observed.  The  number  of 
animals  employed in  this  experiment was  extremely small,  no 
control was  macle  at  normal temperatures,  and  no  statements 
were  made  regarding  the  relative  speed  at  which  individual 
tumors in the different series developed. 
Loeb ~ observed that exposure of the rat sarcoma, with which 
he  was  working,  to  temperatures  of  45  °  C.  and  upwards  for 
periods  of  thirty  minutes  or  more,  was  sufficient  to  prevent 
I Jensen, Centralblatt  ].  Bakteriologie, Abt.  I, Orig.,  19o3, xxxiv,  122. 
Loeb,  Virchow's Arch@,  i9o3, clxxii,  345. 
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further  development  on  transplantation.  In  one  case,  em- 
ploying  materials  which  had  been  incubated  forty  minutes at 
43 °  C.,  a  fairly good  yield  was  obtained  (four fatal  tumors in 
seven rats).  He found,  however, in  those cases  in which  tem- 
peratures approaching  43 °  and  44 °  C.  had  been used,  that  the 
tumors  made their appearance later  than  in  the  control series 
and that their speed of development was markedly retarded. 
Sticker, 3 in an  extensive series of experiments on  the  trans- 
plantation of a lymphosarcoma in dogs, made a single experiment 
in which small pieces of the tumor were subjected to a temperature 
of  5o  °  C.  for  two  hours  previous  to  their  introduction subcu- 
taneously  into  a  two-months-old  puppy.  Unfortunately  the 
dog  died  of pneumonia  ten  days  after  the  commencement of 
the experiment, but examination showed tumors to be developing 
at  both  points  of  inoculation,  indicating  that  lymphosarcoma 
of this  type was capable of resisting much higher temperatures 
than were the materials employed in the experiments recorded 
above. 
Haaland,*  in  a  recent  communication  from  Ehrlich's  lab- 
oratory,  published  the results  of a  series of experiments carried 
out on a mixed mouse tumor with a view to obtaining a sarcoma 
free from carcinoma cells.  The tumor materials were introduced 
into  thin-walled capillary tubes which were heated  in  a  water- 
bath  at a  temperature of  44  °  C.,  for  periods  of five,  ten,  and 
fifteen, up to sixty-five minutes respectively.  In a control series 
of six mice which had received normal materials without previous 
incubation,  80  per cent.  yielded rapidly-growing tumors,  whilst 
in the heated series the yield of tumors and the speed of develop- 
ment both diminished  with  the increasing period for which the 
materials had been incubated previous to inoculation.  It was also 
observed  that  the  carcinoma cells  succumbed earlier  than  the 
sarcoma  cells,  with  the  result  that  materials  which  had  been 
treated  for  thirty-five minutes  and  upwards  yielded pure  sar- 
comata in which no trace of carcinoma was to be found.  Haa- 
land  considered  that  the  reduction  in  virulence  and  speed  of 
Sticker, Zeitschrift  ~. Krebs]orschung,  ~9o4, i, 4i 3. 
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development was  not  attributable  solely  to  the  destruction  of 
a  large proportion of the  cells,  but rather to some deep-seated 
change  in  the  cell  mechanism,  indicated  by  the  histological 
findings. 
It will be observed that all these authors made use of relatively 
high  temperatures  and  for  the  most  part  of  fairly  virulent 
materials,  confining their  attention principally to  a  determina- 
tion  of  the point  at  which  the  cells  employed  were  no  longer 
capable  of  proliferation.  From  the  statements  of  Loeb  and 
Haaland, it is apparent that not only was the number of tumors 
in parallel series decreased with increasing temperatures to which 
the  materials  had  been  exposed  previous  to  inoculation,  but, 
further,  a  distinct  retardation  in  the development of  individ- 
ual  tumors  of the  high-temperature series  was  noted  by  both 
observers. 
All those who have carried  on extensive experiments  on the 
transplantation of animal tumors are aware of the extraordinary 
variations which occur in one  and  the same series,  both  in  the 
percentage of tumors and  in  the speed  of development of indi- 
vidual minors of the series,  all  of  which  might be  attributable 
to a variation in the concentration of a stimulating agent causing 
proliferation  of  the  cancer  cells. 
Our  experiments  started  with  the  conception that  exposure 
to  temperatures slightly above the normal for short periods of 
time  might exert  an  effect upon weak  and  attenuated  tumor 
cells,  stimulating  them  to  more  active  development  on  sub- 
sequent  inoculation  in  a  manner  analogous  to  the  action  of 
poisons at high dilution on yeasts,  bacteria,  etc.  The activity 
of catalytic  chemical agents  on enzymes,  toxias, etc.,  has been 
demonstrated to increase with increasing temperatures, and since 
the  stimulating  effect  of  poisons  is  exerted  only  within  very 
narrow  limits  of  concentration,  it  is  quite  conceivable  that  a 
slight  rise  in  temperature  might so  increase  the  activity  of  a 
stimulating  body  already  present  as  to  lead  to  a  marked  in- 
crease in the proliferative energy of the cell. 
Before commencing the series of experiments in which it was 
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results obtained in experimental series and their controls, it was 
necessary to  eliminate as  far as  possible  all  sources  of  experi- 
mental error calculated to introduce accidental variations.  Our 
general procedure when inoculating mice, both in these and other 
experimental series, was as follows:  a  mouse having a  suitable 
tumor was killed,  the tumor removed and  weighed and ground 
in  a  sterile  mortar with three or four times its  volume of salt 
solution.  All  coarse particles  which  might  interfere  with  the 
uniformity of  the  mixture  were  removed  by  means  of  rakes 
and  in  some cases  by filtration  through  coarse  gauze,  a  pro- 
eedure which, whilst calculated to afford a perfectly homogeneous 
mixture for  experimental work, would  also  tend  to  reduce the 
percentage of  tumors.  The  contents  of  the  mortar  were then 
'measured and divided into three or four equal parts in sterilized 
test  tubes.  One portion  was  reserved for purposes  of control, 
the remaining tubes being subjected to the required temperatures 
for a  definite period of time in the Ostwald water-bath.  After 
the  completion of the incubation process,  the contents of each 
test tube were introduced into a  fresh sterile mortar, once more 
thoroughly admixed,  and  uniform  doses,  usually from  o. 4  to 
0. 5  cubic  centimeter of  the  mixture  injected  subcutaneously 
into each mouse of the series.  The greatest care was observed 
in carrying out the series of experiments that the mice selected 
were  all  derived from the same source  and  approximately the 
same age, so that, employing  for example, ten mice for the normal 
materials and  ten  each for those which had been incubated at 
each  temperature,  it  might  be  said  that  the  only  varying 
factor introduced into  these experiments was  the  influence ex- 
erted  on  the  cancer  material  by  subjecting  it  to  incubation 
previous to inoculation, s 
5 As a control on the incubation experiments in this paper, the results obtained 
by inoculating two or more lots of mice on the same day with the same normal 
materials are of value.  Without observing as extensive precautions as in the 
experimental series, the yields obtained in various comparable groups were so 
nearly uniform as to make it extremely probable that the results observed in the 
incubated series were  attributable  to  the  experimental treatment and  not  to 
accidental distribution.  For example, lots 7 ~r and 7 fl, inoculated June io, i9o4, 
with the same material, yielded, respectively, 4 tumors in 13 mice and 4 tumors George H. A. Clowes and F. W. Baeslaek  485 
The mere enumeration of the tumors obtained would of course 
afford but  a  very inadequate idea  of  the  relative virulence of 
tumor  materials  employed for  the  inoculation  of  comparative 
series.  We  were led,  therefore, early in  the  course of our  ex- 
perimental  work  to  adopt  a  system  of  identifying individual 
members  of  a  group  and  following  the  development of  their 
tumors  at  short  intervals  of  time  from  inoculation  to  death. 
For this purpose chart books were employed in which the groups 
were  arranged  numerically and  the  individual  members  of  a 
group  alphabetically.  For  each  individual  mouse  a  series  of 
diagrams  was  prepared  showing the  fore legs,  hind  legs,  nose, 
and tail.  When a tumor made its appearance, it was reproduced 
in the location in which it occurred, in a  diagram as nearly life 
size as possible, and as the tumor increased in bulk and secondary 
tumors made their appearance, further chartings were prepared 
showing the progress of the growth until the death of the animal 
occurred  or  spontaneous  recovery intervened.  (Gaylord  and 
Clowes,  On  Spontaneous Cure of  Cancer,  Surgery,  Gyncecology, 
and Obstetrics, 19o6, ii,  633.  ) 
Making  use  of  such  a  system,  it  was  possible to determine 
not only the actual number of fatal tumors in  each group, but 
also  the relative speed of development of individual tumors in 
the series, as indicated by the number of days from inoculation 
required to reach a  certain size,  and the volume of the tumors 
after a given number of days. 
It would of course be preferable in a publication of this nature 
to include the complete charted records of every series of experi- 
ments, but since,  on account of space limitations, this is  impos- 
sible, reference has been made to the records wherever necessary 
in  order to bring out the essential points. 
The greatest variation in the virulence of tumors is frequently 
observed in the same series.  The age of a tumor, that is to say, 
in z z mice.  Lots z 61  and  z62 each of ten mice, inoculated  Dec.  2 z,  gave 3 large 
tumors  apiece.  In  other  cases a  difference  of  one  or  at  most  two  tumors  is 
observed,  but  in  no normal  cases  are  the  differences in  the  yields  as  great  as 
those  recorded  in the incubated  series dealt with  subsequently  in this paper,  in 
spite  of  the  fact  that  practically  no  precautions  were  observed  to  insure  uni- 
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the  period  which  has  elapsed  between the  date  of  inoculation 
and  the date on  which the  tumor has  attained  a  size  suitable 
for transplantation,  frequently bears  a  marked relation to  the 
yield of tumors obtained in the following generation.  An illus- 
tration of this form of variation is to be found in the following 
table  in  which  are  compared  the  yields  obtained  on  further 
transplantation from a series of six tumors, all of which belonged 
to  the  same  group,  having  been  inoculated  on  the  same  day 
with the same materials. 
Tumor  Age in days  No.  mice era-  No.  of tumors  Percentage  of 
ployed  tumors. 
2I 4  A  45  I9  8  42 .o 
216  B  56  7  2  28. 5 
2I 3  B  59  3 8  II  29.0 
214  B  66  36  io  28.0 
Total 66 days and  under  ioo  31  31 . o 
218  E  184  26  5  I9.2 
2I 5  B  184  32  2  6.O 
Total  184  days  58  7  I2 . O 
It will be seen that the yield has fallen from 31  per  cent.  in 
the rapidly growing tumors to z  2 per cent. in those which required 
upwards of six months for development. 
It has also been noted that very young tumors weighing less 
than  four  grams  seldom give  good  results  on  transplantation. 
In fact, the best yields are obtained, as a rule, from tumors that 
are still developing fairly actively and weigh over five grams. 
After preliminary experiments  from which it  was  concluded, 
that  no  tumors  could be obtained from materials  incubated at 
temperatures  above  44 °  C.  for  thirty  minutes  or  more,  we 
commenced the following series of experiments. 
Experiment  I.~  November  19,  i9o 4. 
In order to avoid confusion, we have tabulated  the results as far as possible. 
Under  the  lot  numbers  of  comparable  experimental  series  are  found  first  the 
number  of  mice  employed,  followed  by  the  treatment  to  which  the  tumor 
materials  had  been  submitted  previous  to  inoculation,  and  the  results  of  ex- 
amination  of such series after a  period  of  8  months. George g. A. Clowes and F. W. Baeslaek  487 
Mouse  tumor  Io5  C  employed  for  inoculation.  Weight  of  mouse,  I8.5 
grams.  Weight of tumor,  6.5  grams. 
Age  of tumor (time  elapsed from date  of inoculation to  Nov.  I9) , 40  days. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution,  i : 4.  Dose, o. 5 c.c. 
Serial No.  Lot  142  Lot I43  Lot i44 
Number of mice  8  8  8 
Incubation of tumor materials 
previous to inoculation  Nil  30 rains, at 4o°C.  30 rains, at 45°C. 
Examination after 3 mos.  6 large tumors  i  large tumor  Nil 
In  the  above  series  of  experiments the  tumor  employed for 
inoculation was derived from an  extremely virulent strain  and 
incubation at 4  °0  C. was found to lower the yield of tumors from 
75  to  z2.5  per cent. 7 
Experiment II.  December 5,  I9o4. 
Mouse tumor iox  D  employed.  Weight of mouse  22 .S grams. 
tumor,  3.5  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death, 66 days. 
First appearance of tumor to death, ~8 days. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution, I : 4.  Dose, o.5,c.c, 
Weight of 
Serial No.  Lot ii 9  Lot 15o  Lot i5i 
Number of mice  8  8  8 
Incubation of turn. mat. 
previous to inoculation  Nil  io rain. at 35 ° C.  io rain. at 4o  ° C. 
Examination after 3 mos.  4 large tumors  2 tumors  i  large tumor 
i  spon. recovery 
The tumor employed  in this experiment was also derived from 
a  virulent strain and although small it developed rapidly in the 
course of the few days preceding date on which the animal was 
killed.  It  was  moderately  necrotic  and  from  its  appearance 
was expected to yield a  fair proportion of tumors.  As has been 
seen  from  the  table,  the yield decreased with  increasing tem- 
peratures  to  which the  materials  were  submitted  previous  to 
inoculation. 
v The  percentage  terms ttsed in this  case  are  simply for purposes  of com- 
parison, as  it would obviously be  impossible to  make  any calculations based 
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Experiment III.  March  17,  19o 5. 
Mouse  tumor  251  E  employed.  Origin,  i42-1o5.8  Weight  of  mouse,  52.5 
grams.  Weight of  tumor  6.2  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death,  53  days. 
From first appearance of tumor to death, 36 days. 
Ratio  of tumor  to  salt  solution,  1:4. 
Serial No.  Lot  166 
Number of mice  9 
Incub. of turn. mat. 
previous to inoculation  Nil 
Period after inoculation. 
lO  days. 
15  days. 
3 x  days. 
Final results, 4 months. 
Dose,  o.5  c.c. 
Lot  174  Lot 19o 
9  6 
15 rain. at 4o°C.  15 min. at 45 ° C. 
Record of results. 
2 small turn.  6 small turn.  Nil 
2 of 5 mm. diam.  3 of 1o ram. diam.  Nil 
2 of 3 mm. diam.  3 of 6 ram. diam. 
2 of i o mm. diam. i death of turn.  Nil 
2 of 5 ram. diam.  4 lg.  i  sm. turn. 
3 large turn.  5 large turn.  Nil 
i  small turn.  ~ small turn. 
As a  final result it will be seen that  five large tumors  and one 
small tumor occurred in the  incubated  series in comparison with 
three  large  and  one small  in  the  normal  series.  In  addition,  it 
should  be  noted  that  the  speed  of  development  of  the  tumors 
in  Lot  174 was  far greater  than  that  of the  tumors  of Lot  166. 
Fifteen days  after  inoculation  the  former were as  far  advanced 
as were  the  latter  at  the  end  of  31  days.  Lot  i74  afforded us 
a remarkable illustration  of extremely rapidly developing tumors 
which  became  necrotic  and  were  suitable  for  transplantation 
at a much earlier date than was normally found to be the case. 
Experiment IV.  April  7,  x9o5. 
Mouse tumor  198  B  employed.  Origin  i5o  B-lol.  Weight of mouse  27. 4 
grams.  Weight of tumor,  6.6 grams. 
Age of tumor,  inoculation to death,  38  days. 
First appearance of tumor to death, 27  days. 
Ratio  of tumor to  salt solution,  1:3 . 
Materials filtered through  gauze  and  consequently considerably attenuated. 
Dose,  o. 4  c.c. 
8 In this and subsequent cases in which the origin of the tumor is given its 
direct descent is traced to one of the four groups, ioi, io2, lO5,  io5, all of which 
were  in  the  second generation from  the  original  Jensen  tumor.  For  family 
tree showing relationship of individual groups see American Journal o~ Physi- 
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Serial No.  Lot 227  Lot 224  Lot 225  Lot 226 
Number  of  mice  6  6  6  6 
Incubation  Nil  3  ° min. at 4  °0 C.  2 hr. at 4  °o C.  19 hr. at 4  °0 C. 
Examination 
after 4 Mos.  No tumors  ~ tumor  i  tumor  No tumors 
The  low yield  of tumors  in this  series is probably  attributable 
in part  to the filtration through  gauze but  it should  also be  noted 
that  the tumor  in  question  was young  and in active  development 
and  showed  very  limited  areas  of  necrosis. 
Experiment  V.  April  x9,  i9o  5. 
Mouse tumor 4 x B employed.  Origin of tumor,  147-1o 5.  Weight of mouse 
3o.5  grams.  Weight of tumor,  5.2  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death, 62 days. 
First appearance of tumor to death, 4o days. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution,  i : 4. 
Material filtered through gauze.  Dose, o. 4 c.c. 
Serial No.  Lot 234  Lot 235 
Number of mice  6  6 
Incubation  Nil  i  hour at 4t ° C. 
Examination  i  slow-growing tumor weigh-  4 large rapidly growing tumors 
after 6 mos.  ing x to 2 grams  weighing 5 to 9 grams. 
Experiment VI.  April i9,  19o 5. 
Mouse tumor  i99  F  employed.  Origin,  i5o B-ioi.  Weight of mouse,  24.2 
grams.  Weight of tumor, 9.3  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death, 5  °  days. 
First appearance of tumor to death, 38 days. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution,  I:4. 
Material filtered through gauze.  Dose, o.4 c.c. 
Serial No.  Lot 236  Lot 237 
Number of mice  7  6 
Incubation  Nil  i  hour at 41 o C. 
Examination 
after 4 mos.  i  slow-growing tumor  ~ rapidly growing tumor. 
The  extreme  attenuation  in  this  group  resulting  in  the  pro- 
duction  of  one  tumor  only  in  each  of  the  series  is  probably 
attributable  to  the  filtration  through  gauze. 
The  four preceding  series  are remarkable  in that  in no  case  is 
there  found to be a  smaller yield of tumors  in the groups incubated 
at  4 °0  or  41 °  C.  than  in  those  which  received  no  treatment. 
Summarizing  the  results  it  may  be  said  that  whilst  six  slow- 
growing  tumors  were  obtained  from  thirty  mice  in  the  normal 
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a  total  of twelve tumors,  were obtained  from  twenty-nine  mice 
in the groups incubated  at 4 °o or 4z ° C.  If we exclude the two 
series in which filtration through gauze has led to such a  marked 
attenuation  that  four  tumors  only  were  obtained  from  the 
inoculation of thirty-nine mice, we find that in the two remaining 
series  five slow-growing tumors  were obtained  from fifteen mice 
in the normM groups, as against eight fast- and one slow-growing 
tumors  out  of fifteen  mice  in  those  groups  which  had  received 
injections of tumor materials previously incubated at 4o  ° or 4 ~° C. 
Having  thus  demonstrated  that  incubation  at relatively high 
temperatures  is  not  necessarily  prejudicial,  and,  in  the  case  of 
those tumors which afforded a small yield at normal temperatures, 
actually led  to  an  increase,  we determined  to  employ tumors 
known  to possess a  high  degree of virulence.  For this  purpose 
two tumors of Lot ~  74 were chosen for the following experiments, 
VII and VIII.  This group,  referred  to above in Experiment  III, 
was characterized by the extreme rapidity with which the tumors 
of  its  members  reached  maturity,  as  indicated  by  a  peculiar 
type of non-infected  necrosis,  which  has  been  found  on  experi- 
ment  to  yield  the  maximum  of  tumors  on  transplantation. 
Experiment  VII.  May  5,  I9o5. 
Mouse tumor  z74  G  employed.  Origin,  ~5 z E-z42-zo  5.  Weight of mouse, 
22.0  grams.  Weight of tumor,  5.2  grams. 
Age of tumor,  inoculation to  death,  49  days. 
First appearance of tumor to death,  35  days. 
Tumor partially necrotic  but not  infected. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution, z :4-  Dose, o. 5 e.e. 
Serial No.  32i  322  323  324 
Number of mice  8  8  8  8 
Ineub. of turn.  mat. 
previous to inoc.  Nil  i  hr. at 4  °0 C.  i  hr. at 42°C.  i  hr. at 44°C. 
Period after inoculation  Record of results 
24 days.  4 large turn.  z large turn.  Nil  i  small turn. 
2 small turn.  3 small turn. 
Final results  6  large turn.  large turn.  ~ small rum.  i  large tum. 
after 4 mos.  intermed, t.  3  small turn. 
It  will  thus  be  seen,  to  summarize  the  results  obtained  by 
making  use of this  extremely  virulent  material,  that  employing 
eight  mice  in  each  case,  seven  tumors  were  obtained  in  the 
normal  series,  four  in  the  series  incubated  at  4 °0  C.,  and  one 
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Experiment VIII.  May  x6,  z9o5. 
Mouse tumor  i74  B  employed.  Origin, 25z E-z42-io 5. 
24.8  grams.  Weight of tumor,  4.3  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death,  6o days. 
First appearance of tumor to  death,  50  days. 
Tumor  partially  necrotic but  not  infected. 
Ratio  of tumor to  salt  solution,  z :4-5.  Dose,  o. 5  c.e. 
Weight of mouse 
Serial No.  329  33 °  331  332 
Number of mice  8  8  8  8 
Incub. of tum.  mat. 
previous toinoc.  Nil  i  hr. at 39 °C.  ihr. at4 z°C.  i  hr. at 43 °C. 
Period after inoc.  Record of Results 
28  days  z large,  2 rood.  x rood. tumor  x rood. tumor  Nil 
and z small turn. 
Final results, 
4 months  5 large tumors  3 large tumors  2 large tumors  Nil 
To summarize the results it may be said that there developed 
in the normal series five tumors,  in  the series incubated  at  39  ° 
C. three tumors, in that at 41 ° C.  two tumors,  and at 43 ° C.  nil. 
In the two  preceding series,  VII  and  VIII,  we were dealing, 
as  in  Experiments  I  and II,  with  materials  above  the  normal 
average  of  virulence  and  in  both  cases  incubation  appears  to 
diminish  the  proportion  of  successful  transplantations,  and, 
further, to effect a slight retardation in the speed of development 
as  compared with  the normal. 
On  May  19  and  23,  two  series  of  experiments  were  carried 
out in which the materials were incubated two  hours  at 43 °  to 
44  °  C.  previous  to  inoculation.  This  treatment produced such 
a marked inhibition, only one tumor being obtained in the entire 
series,  that  we have  excluded  the  experiment in  question  and 
must assume that such a  prolonged treatment at a  temperature 
as  high  as  44  °  C.  is  capable  of  entirely  destroying  the  tumor 
cells,  thus rendering further proliferation impossible. 
An  analysis  of  the  results  obtained  in  the  preceding  eight 
series made it appear probable that whilst treatment at a tempera- 
ture of 38o  to 4i °  C.  was distinctly unfavorable to the develop- 
ment of virulent tumors, the same process produced a stimulating 
effect leading to an increased proportion of tumors as comparect 
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In the six remaining series an attempt was made to compare 
the results of slowly and rapidly growing tumors,  of small and 
large tumors,  etc. 
Experiment  IX.  October  zz,  x9o  5. 
Mouse  tumor  340  A  employed.  Origin,  2z 3  B-z75-z6z-i28-~oi.  Weight 
of mouse, 32.75  grams.  Weight of tumor,  6.4 grams. 
Age  of  tumor,  inoculation  to  death,  i38  days. 
First  appearance  of  tumor  to  death,  zz 9  days. 
Tumor only  slightly necrotic. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution, i : 3-  Dose, o.6 c.c. 
Serial No.  469  47 °  47 z 
Number of mice  8  8  8 
Incub. of tum. mat. 
previous to inoc.  Nil  30 rain. at 38.5 ° C.  3 °  vain. at 42.3 ° C. 
Period after inoc.  Record of results 
4z  days  z mod.  tumor  2 mod.  tumors 
small tumor  2 small tumors  ~ small tumors 
58 days  i  rood.  tumor  2 large  tumors 
small tumor  2 small tumors  x small tumor 
Final results,  2 rood. tumors  2 large  tumors 
4½ months  i  small tumor  Nil 
Experiment  X.  October  ii,  z9o 5. 
Mouse  tumor  437  A  employed.  Origin, 395  C-232 B-I95  D-I69  C-io6. 
Weight  of  mouse,  37.9  grams.  Weight  of  tumor,  9.9  grams. 
Age of tumor, inoculation to death,  43 days. 
First appearance of tumor to  death,  3 °  days. 
Tumor far more necrotic than  34  °  A  used in  Experiment IX. 
Ratio  of  tumor to  salt  solution,  z: 3.  Dose,  o.7  c.c. 
Serial No.  472 
Number of mice  IO 
Ineub. of turn. mat. 
previous to inoe.  Nil 
Period after inoe. 
4I  days  4 rood.  tumors 
2 small tumors 
58 days  4  large tumors 
2 rood. tumors 
Final Results,  6  large tumors 
4½ months 
The  above  results  obtained  in  Experiments  IX  and  X  are 
interesting in view of the fact that they afford us a  comparison 
between two  tumors  which  showed  a  great difference in  their 
speed  of  development.  34o  A,  used  in  Experiment  IX,  was 
inoculated on May 26,  showed a  tumor  as  early as  June  x4, 
which increase4  in size until June  26,  on which date it  dimin- 
ished  and  remained stationary for a  couple of  months,  finally 
473  474 
IO  IO 
3 °  rain. at 38. 5 ° C.  3 °  min. at 42.2  °  C. 
Record of results 
2  rood.  tumors  Nil 
3 small tumors 
i  large tumor  Nil 
i  rood. tumor 
I  large tumor  Nil 
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about  the beginning of  September  developing once more until 
on  October  i ~ it  had  reached a  sufficient size  to  be  used  for 
transplantation. 
Mouse  No.  427  A,  used  in  Experiment  X,  was  inoculated 
August 29 and its tumor had reached considerable dimensions by 
September i8  and as stated above weighed almost  ~o grams on 
October  i~.  Thus the tumor which required I38 days  to  reach 
6.4 grams showed practically uniform results in the three series of 
experiments, an actual increase in the number of tumors being 
noted  at  a  temperature of  38.5 °  C.,  whilst  the  tumor  which 
required only forty-three days to  reach a  weight of 9.9  grams 
and  showed  marked necrosis,  gave  a  large yield,  66  per  cent., 
at normal temperatures, falling to 22  per cent. at 38.5 ° C.,  and 
to  nothing at  42 °  C. 
Experience had shown that small, hard tumors gave extremely 
poor  yields  on  transplantation.  We  determined  therefore to 
make use of two tumors, both of which had been inoculated on 
the same day,  one of  which  had  grown slowly and  the  other 
rapidly. 
Experiment  XI.  October  25,  19o 4. 
Mouse  tumor  429 A employed.  Origin,  328 C-214A-175  C-~6I M-i28-IOl. 
Weight of mouse,  24.7  grams.  Weight of tumor,  4-2  grams. 
Age of tumor,  inoculation to death,  48  days. 
First  appearance  to  death,  3 °  days. 
Tumor  small,  hard,  and not necrotic. 
Ratio  of  tumor  to  salt  solution,  i: 3. 
Serial No.  505 
Number of mice  i o 
Incub. of turn. mat. 
previous to  inoc.  Nil 
Period after inoc. 
27 days 
44 days 
Final results, 
4 months 
Experiment  XII. 
3 small tumors 
2 small tumors 
I  small  tumor 
October  25,  19o 4 . 
Dose,  0. 5  c.c. 
506  507 
IO  IO 
20 min. at 360 C. 
Record of results 
2 rood.  tumors 
4 small tumors 
3  large tumors 
3 reed.  tumors 
~ large tumors 
reed.  tumor 
20 rain. at 40.5 °  C. 
x large, i rood., and 
5 small turn. 
4 large, I rood., and 
2 small turn. 
4  large tumors 
1 reed. tumor 
Mouse tumor 432 B  employed.  Origin, 329  E-I74  B-ioo  E-i42-io 5.  Weight 
of mouse,  36.2  grams.  Weight of tumor,  11.8 grams. 
Age  of  tumor,  inoculation  to  death,  48  days, 
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Tumor large,  soft, cystic, and necrotic but not infected. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution,  i: 3.  Dose, o. 5 c.c. 
Serial No.  508  509 
Number of mice  io  io 
Incub. of turn. mat. 
previous to inoc.  Nil  20 min. at 360 C. 
Record  of results 
i  reed. tumor 
2 small tumors 
1 large tumor 
3 reed. tumors 
4 large tumors 
Period after inoc. 
27 days 
51o 
IO 
20  rain. at  40.5 ° C. 
Experiment  XIV.  December  i2,  x9o4. 
Mouse  tumor  462  C  employed.  Origin,  218  E-I75  C-I6I  M-128-ioi 
Weight  of  mouse, 33.6  grams.  Weight of  tumor,  5.3  grams. 
Age  of  tumor,  inoculation to  death,  74  days. 
First appearance of  tumor to  death,  4 °  days. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution,  I: 3-  Dose, o. 5 c.c. 
Ratio of tumor to salt solution, i : 4.  Dose, o. 4 c.c. 
Serial No.  59 °  591  592 
Number of mice  8  8  8 
Incub, of turn. mat. 
previous to inoc.  Nil  3 °  rain. at 37 ° C.  3 °  rain. at 4 o~ C 
Period after inoc.  Record of results 
Final results  2 large tumors  4 large tumors  i  large tumor 
after xo weeks  x mod. tumor  I  small tumor 
2 med. tumors  i  med. tumor 
i  small tumor  i  small tumor 
44 days  2 large tumors  1 large tumor 
2 reed.  tumors 
Final results  2 large tumors  I  large tumor 
after 4 months  2 reed. tumors 
Comparing  the  results  of  the  two  preceding  experiments  it 
will be seen that whilst the incubation of the small, hard tumor 
led to a  great increase, from io to 60 per  cent., in  the  yield of 
tumors in the succeeding generation, the incubation of the large, 
soft,  cystic tumor produced relatively less  effect, a  decrease in 
the  proportion  of  tumors  at  4  °0  C.  being  noted,  as  compared 
with  the  normal. 
The  final  series  of  incubation  experiments  was  carried  out 
making use of two slow-growing tumors both of which had shown 
•  at  some  stage  more  or  less  tendency to  remain stationary  or 
retrogress. 
Experiment  XlII.  December  i2,  19o4. 
Mouse tumor  419  B  employed.  Origin,  383  A-3o  4  A-2oo  A-iSO  B-Ioi. 
Weight  of mouse,  18.8  grams.  Weight of tumor,  2.9  grams. 
Age  of  tumor,  inoculation to  death,  112  days. 
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Serial No.  593  594  595 
Number of mice  io  9  io 
Incub. of turn. mat. 
previous to inoc.  Nil  30 rain. at 37 ° C.  3  °  rain. at 40 ° C. 
Period after inoc.  Record of results 
Final results  2 large tumors  Nil  4  large tumors 
after  io weeks 
These two series show,  as would be expected,  a  rather larger 
proportion of tumors in the incubated than in the normal series; 
whilst 419 B shows a maximum at 37 ° C., 462 C gives the highest 
yield from materials incubated at 4o  ° C.  The complete absence 
of tumors in lot 594 is extremely difficult to explain, and forms 
the  most  serious  exception  in  the  entire  series  of experiments 
enumerated above.  We have endeavored to find some explana- 
tion  for  this  discrepancy.  The  ulceration  of  tumor  materials 
in some mice of this series would indicate a possible contamination 
during the course of the incubation process.  We are not however 
aware of any such accident having occurred, and must therefore 
conclude that in spite of the utmost precautions,  discrepancies 
will occur when dealing with materials of this nature. 
Excluding  the  two  series  of  experiments  in  which  filtration 
through  gauze  or  exposure  to  temperatures  above  44  °  C.  for 
more than  an  hour would materially  interfere with results,  we 
find  that  twelve  series  of  experiments  have  been  carried  out 
employing thirty-seven  lots  of  mice,  each  of  which  contained 
from six  to  ten individuals. 
We  have  included  two  tables  in  which  the  results  obtained 
after  three  months by  incubating  five  strong  and  five  weak 
strains  at  4 °0  to  41°  C.  are  collected.  In  the  first  column is 
given the number of the mouse employed originally for inocula- 
tion of the series.  In the second column is the number of mice 
employed in each series both for the normal and incubated mate- 
riM.  In the third column is found the number of tumors present 
in the normal series, the number preceding the  +  sign represent- 
ing the rapidly growing tumors and  that  following, the  slowly 
growing tumors.  In the final  column is  found the  number of 
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TABLE I.  VIRULENT GROUPS. 
TABLE  II.  NON-VIRULENT  GROUPS. 
251  9  3  +  I  5  +  I 
41B  6  o+I  4+0 
429  A  7  o  +  I  4  +  I 
419  B 9  8  2  +  o  I  +  I 
46"  C  IO  2  +  o  4  +  o 
Total  40  7  +  3  i8  +  3 
I7"5%  +  7'5%  =  25%  45%  +  7"5%  =  52"5% 
In  some  cases  the  maximum is  obtained  at  37 °  or  38o  C., a 
fall already being noticed at  4 °0 and 4i °  C.  Temperatures of 
4 2o  C.  and  upwards  seem  in  all  cases  to  exert  an  inhibiting 
effect upon the tumor development. 
An  inspection  of  the  above  table  shows  that  by  incubating 
the tumor materials in salt solution for varying periods of time 
at  a  temperature  equal  to  the  maximum fever temperature,  a 
greatly increased yield was obtained from relatively weak strains, 
the t~tal  number  of  tumors  being  more  than  twice  as  great 
in  the  same  number of mice.  On the other hand, incubation at 
the same temperature produced a  marked inhibiting effect where 
highly virulent materials were employed, a  fall to less  than one- 
third  of the number of rapidly growing tumors and from 65  to 
22.5 per cent. in the total yield being recorded. 
Finally,  reference  should  be  made  to  practical  application 
of  incubation as a  means of stimulating proliferation  of  tumors. 
The transplantation  of a  primary mouse carcinoma presents far 
greater difficulties than does the reinoculation of such a  tumor in 
subsequent  generations.  Any means,  therefore,  of  stimulating 
the cancer  cells to more active  proliferation  must possess  con- 
9 4x9  B  gave a  maximum  yield of 50 % on incubation at 37 °  C.  and presum- 
ably was already suffering attenuation when heated to 4 t° C. 
Mouse  Number of mice in each  Tumors of nor-  Tumors of incu- 
series  mal series  bated series 
Io5C  8  6+o  i+o 
lOI  D  8  4  +  o  z  +  o 
I74G  8  6+I  3+1 
I74 B  8  4  -v  I  I  "j-  I 
432  B  8  2  -}-  2  I  -[-  o 
Total  4 °  22  +  4  7  +  2 
55% ~-  IO~o  =  65%  17.5%+5% =22.5 ~o George It. A. Clowes and F. W. Baeslaek  497 
siderable value from an experimental standpoint.  Several mice 
having primary carcinoma similar  to that  of  the  Jensen mouse 
have been sent to the laboratory from a  common source in the 
course  of  a  few  months.  All  attempts  which  were  made  to 
transplant  the carcinomatous tissue by  ordinary means having 
failed, it was decided to make an attempt to increase the virulence 
of any subsequent tumor of this  group by incubation previous 
to  inoculation.  This  method  afforded  extremely  satisfactory 
results, a considerable tumor being obtained in a mouse inoculated 
with  materials  which  had  previously  been  incubated  twenty 
minutes at 39  ° C.  This tumor was incubated and transplante~, 
and  three  tumors  were  obtained  in  the  following  generation. 
The tumor has now been transplanted through three generations 
and  may therefore be looked  upon  as  successfully established. 
The most remarkable facts in connection with this experiment 
are: 
~.  Whilst 2 7  mice which have received  incubated material have yielded  8 
tumors,  t 5  mice which  received  identically similar materials,  but  without  in- 
cubation previous to inoculation, have yielded no tumors. 
2.  The virulence of the tumor has increased in the course of three generations 
to  a  marked degree.  Whilst ten weeks were  required  for  the development  of 
the first tumor, and five weeks for those in the second generation, tumors of con- 
siderable size have  already  made  their  appearance  in the third  generation  in 
less than  a  week. 
We do not attribute any special significance to a single experi- 
ment of this nature, but since it appears probable that incubation 
was instrumental in establishing this series, we are making use 
of incubation for half an hour at temperatures of 38.5°to 39.5 ° C. 
in all cases in which primary tumors are sent to the  laboratory, 
and have included a  note on the subject in  the hope that  our 
method may possibly prove of value to  others working in  the 
same field. 
SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSIONS. 
Our experience with  mouse tumors has  demonstrated that  a 
great difference exists not only in the relative immunity possessed 
by  different individuals  but  also  in  the  relative  virulence  of 
different tumors all owing their origin to the same source. 
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can be accentuated by incubation of the transplantation materials 
previous to  inoculation at temperatures varying from 37 ° to 4 ~° 
C.  In the case of extremely virulent tumors giving a  yield of 
upwards of 60 per cent. under normal conditions, a distinct and 
gradual  fall  in  virulence  accompanies  increasing  temperatures 
of incubation until a point is reached at which no further tumors 
are obtained.  On  the  other hand,  relatively inactive materials 
giving comparatively small yields of tumors under normal con- 
ditions may be so stimulated by subjecting them to incubation 
at suitable temperatures as to afford a larger yield and relatively 
more rapidly-growing tumors than were obtained in the normal 
series.  In these cases the optimum temperature (that is to say, 
the temperature at which, when incubated for a  definite period 
of time the materials  employed yield the  largest proportion of 
tumors) appears to vary, for whilst the most virulent materials, 
as stated above, exhibit an optimum yield at normal temperatures 
decreasing  with  incubation,  less  virulent  materials  show  an 
optimum at temperatures slightly above the normal, whilst the 
least virulent of all show an optimum at as high a  temperature 
as  4  °0  to  4 x°  C.,  all  the  curves  eventually falling  to  zero,  as 
those  temperatures  are  reached  at  which  the  cells  themselves 
might be expected to succumb. 
This fact having been demonstrated, it remains to compare the 
histories of the various tumors employed for the sixteen series  of 
experiments.  The charted diagrams representing the course of 
development of each individual tumor from the date of inocula- 
tion  to  the  date  of  death  have  been  prepared  and  afford  an 
admirable means of comparison of the relative speed of develop- 
ment of the tumors employed and consequently of their relative 
proliferative energy.  The origin of all  tumors for several gen- 
erations,  whether  from  a  relatively  active  or  inactive  stock, 
may be  determined from  the  records,  and data  regarding the 
age, weight, and pathological state of the tumor are Mso available. 
i.  Those tumors which give a  small yield under normal con- 
ditions,  but  which  give  an  increased  yield  on  incubation,  are 
either rapidly growing, young tumors, or small and hard tumors, 
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certain  cases  exhibited  indications  of  a  tendency to  undergo 
spontaneous recovery.  Tumors of this class seldom exhibit any 
marked indications of necrosis of the type which will be referred 
to in the next paragraph. 
2.  Those tumors which on inoculation give a  large yield at 
normal  temperatures and  a  gradually decreasing percentage of 
tumors  in  the  batches  inoculated  with  materials  which  have 
been  incubated  at  increasing temperatures are generally fully 
grown  tumors  which  have  developed  rapidly  and  come  of  a 
relatively active strain.  They are usually softer and more cystic 
than those considered in the previous section.  Their most marked 
characteristic is,  however,  a  state  of  necrosis  accompanied by 
an  increasing calcium content without an  entire disappearance 
of potassium. 10  This  state of necrosis is  peculiar in that it  is 
apparently not attributable to the intervention of bacteria, very 
few of which are present in the most satisfactory transplantation 
materials, but rather to some auto-digestive or enzymotic process 
at work within the cells. 11 
The  enormous  proliferative  power  possessed  by  the  cells  of 
this  Jensen  tumor  has  frequently  been  referred  to  by  other 
workers  who  have  employed the  same  materials.  Such  a  re- 
markable  development may most readily be  explained  as  due 
to  the intervention of some agent continually or intermittently 
stimulating  the  cells  to  further  proliferation.  We  are  not 
concerned  at  the  present  moment  with  the  exact  chemical 
composition of the body in question, as to whether it is possessed 
of an enzymotic or toxic nature or consists simply of a  complex 
aggregate possessing a well-defined chemical composition.  Neither 
are we attempting to determine the source of the body in question; 
whether it be derived from some parasite which has invaded the 
cell,  or  is  itself  a  product  of  the  impaired  metabolism of  the 
cancer cell.  It is simply proposed to consider the probable action, 
10  Clowes and  Frisbie, American Journal of Physiology,  i9o5, xiv,  i73. 
11  In all  those cases in which tumors have been infected they have proved 
totally unfit for transplantation experiments, leading either to the death of the 
mouse or to an ulceration process whereby the infected materials were entirely 
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at varying concentrations, of a chemical body capable of exerting 
a  stimulating action on the cell which reaches an optimum at a 
given concentration and follows certain laws governing chemical 
action. 
Poisons which cause the death of an organism at concentrations 
exceeding a  given limit are in  all cases capable of producing a 
stimulating effect upon that  same organism when employed at 
sufficient dilution,  whilst  below  that  optimum point  they pro- 
duce little or no effect of any kind.  Thus, for example, mercuric 
chloride inhibits  absolutely the development of yeast at a  con- 
centration of  one  part  in  20,000,  whilst  at  a  dilution  of  i  in 
33o,ooo  the  proliferative  power  of  the  yeast  subjected  to  its 
action is  actually increased. 12  The same effect is exerted upon 
enzymes; diastase, for example, is stimulated in  its  activity by 
the  addition  of  extremely small  amounts  of  sulphurous  acid, 
oxalic acid, etc., whilst had the concentration been ten to forty 
times as  great,  the action of the diastase would have been nil, 
or practically inhibited. 13  It should be noted under this head 
that the stimulating effect of such toxic bodies is  exerted only 
within  extremely narrow  limits,  usually ranging  from concen- 
trations  about five times as  great to  concentrations about five 
times as dilute as the optimum. 
A  second law which is applicable to the case in point is that 
governing the action of chemical bodies in solution at the same 
concentration but  at  varying  temperatures,  to  the  effect that 
with  rising  temperatures  their  activity  is  correspondingly in- 
creased.  This law has been found to apply to bodies of the nature 
of  enzymes,  toxins,  etc.  Thus,  for  example,  the  activity  of 
invertase  in  the  conversion  of  cane-sugar  into  invert-sugar 
increases with  increasing temperature until  a  point  is  reached 
at which physical conditions, such as precipitation of the enzyme, 
lead to the suspension of its function and to a decrease in activity. 
The recent work of Arrhenius and Madsen 14  on the h~emolysis 
of red blood corpuscles, making use of dilute solutions of toxins, 
~  Biernacki, Pfl~ger's Archly,  i89 I,  xlix,  ix2. 
* See Duclaux, Trait6 de Microbiologie, vol. ii. 
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such  as  diphtheria  and  tetanus,  has  demonstrated that  these 
bodies  exert  a  hydrolytic  effect  very  similar  to  that  of weak 
acids and bases and following the physico-chemical laws govern- 
ing dilute solutions both as regards concentration and temperature 
variations. 
If,  as  is  highly  probable,  the  proliferation  of  tumor  cells  is 
attributable  to the presence of a  toxic or chemical body acting 
as  a  stimulus,  the concentration of the body in  question most 
favorable  to  active proliferation probably  lies within compara- 
tively narrow limits,  and consequently the slight changes in the 
concentration  of  this  body would produce  a  marked variation 
in stimulus. 
The  second law  considered above regarding  the  influence of 
temperature makes it  appear  probable that increased  tempera- 
tures  at  a  given concentration would produce  a  result  similar 
to  increase in concentration at  the same temperature; in other 
words,  an  increase  in  stimulus  to  proliferation.  Thus,  where 
the concentration is too low to produce a marked effect at normal 
temperatures,  an  increased  activity  may be brought ~about by 
increased temperatures,  the chemical energy of the stimulating 
body being thereby increased.  On the other hand, the incuba- 
tion  of  materials  in  which  the  stimulant was  already  present 
in the most favorable proportions for the  normal temperatures 
would  so  increase  the  activity  of  the  body  in  question  as  to 
exceed the' optimum and eventually exert a destructive, inhibiting 
action upon the development of the ceils themselves. 
That so short a  treatment in saline solutions at temperatures 
equal  to  or  not  far  in  excess  of  the  normal  should produce 
so  marked an  effect  may  at  first  sight  appear  impossible, but 
the  effect  of  the  highly  dissociated  saline  solution  employed 
must not be ignored, and for rapidity of effect we have a perfect 
analogy in the results published by Calkins is on the proliferative 
energy of paramcecium.  In certain of his series which had been 
maintained for  considerable periods  of time on  a  uniform diet 
and were consequently relatively inactive, the effect of subjecting 
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them for a period of twenty-five to thirty minutes to the influence 
of  such  salts  as  potassium  phosphate  and  potassium  chloride, 
and  once more returning them to  the  original medium was  to 
increase  greatly  their  rate  of  subdivision  for  a  considerable 
period  exceeding  in  time  one  or  even  two  generations  of  our 
mouse tumors. 
A  careful  consideration of the  theory  elaborated  above  may 
be made to throw much needed light on the perplexing problems 
which daily present themselves in studying cancer, more especially 
in connection with the transplantation of mouse tumors.  En- 
zymes  and  toxins,  like  catalytic  chemical  agents,  exhibit,  as 
stated above, marked variations in activity with varying tempera- 
tures.  Toxins  and  poisonous  chemical  bodies  are  capable  at 
extreme dilution and within very narrow limits of concentration 
of exerting a marked stimulation upon the cell.  We have ample 
evidence of the  existence of a  stimulating agent  in  the  cancer 
celt.  If this body is possessed of a chemical or enzymotic nature, 
it is only to be expected that incubation of the cells containing 
it,  in  dilute  saline  solutions,  would  lead  to  its  liberation  and 
transformation  into  a  temporarily  more  active  state.  Such  a 
stimulus,  even applied for  an  extremely short time,  is  capable, 
as shown above, of exerting a prolonged effect on certain organ- 
isms.  In  our  experiments  the  stimulating  agent  may be  said 
to be present at optimum concentration for producing prolifera- 
tion in those tumors which on direct inoculation produce yields 
of  8o  per  cent.  and  upwards.  Consequently  any  increase  in 
temperature  may be  expected  to  exert  destructive  action,  the 
stimulating body  thereby  reaching  a  degree  of  activity  which 
would lead rather to the destruction than to the stimulation of 
the cells.  On the other hand, tumors possessed of a less marked 
proliferative energy, which have grown less rapidly,  shown less 
increase,  and  yield  a  smaller  percentage  on  direct inoculation, 
may be stimulated to produce an optimum effect at a temperature 
slightly above the normal ;whilst those which under normal con- 
ditions give extremely small or practically no yield may be stimu- 
lated by even higher temperatures, the activity of the relatively 
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by  incubation  as  to  lead  to  a  relatively  increased yield  after 
such a  treatment. 
That chemical stimuli exert an effect only within very narrow 
limits  of  concentration  and  only  in  the  presence  of  suitable 
solvents  may  well  account  for  the  extraordinary  difficulties 
sometimes experienced in obtaining successful and uniform trans- 
plantation  of  tumors.  It  may  account  for  variation  in  the 
speed of development of individual tumors in the same series, for 
spontaneous recoveries,  etc. 
In conclusion, we may once more draw  attention to  the fact 
that those tumors which apparently contain excessive quantities 
of the body in question,  are  those which have recently reached 
maturity, have  partially undergone necrosis,  and  contain  rela- 
tively large proportions of calcium.  The compounds of complex 
organic  bodies  with  calcium  are,  for  the  most  part,  relatively 
insoluble as compared with those of potassium and sodium.  It 
is  conceivable  that  this  extraordinarily rapid  necrosis, without 
intervention of bacteria, of those tumors derived from the most 
virulent series  associated with  a  preponderance of calcium over 
potassium, 26 is  a  reaction on the part of the organism whereby 
the  active  stimulating  agent  is  at  least  for  the  time being  re- 
moved from  the  scene of  action by  precipitation. 
In such a case it is conceivable that the influence of incubation 
in g  dilute  saline  solution is  to  convert  the  stimulating  agent 
into  an  active,  soluble form capable  of exerting an  effect upon 
any susceptible cells subjected to its  action. 
Such a stimulating agent as that referred to above is obviously 
not generated spontaneously, and it would be interesting to trace 
its possible source by observing to what extent the above results 
can be made to harmonize with the theories  generally advanced 
regarding  the  origin of  cancer.  Owing however to the paucity 
of our present material it  would  be  preferable  to postpone the 
consideration of  this  question until we have more  experimental 
data at our disposal. 
'~ Clowes  and  Frisbie,  loc.  cit. 